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Seeing both the woods and the trees
A novel approach to classifying biodiversity may aid attempts at conservation.

Terrestrial Ecoregions of North
America: A Conservation
Assessment
by Taylor H. Ricketts et al.
Island Press: 1999. 485 pp. $75, £50 (pbk)

Stuart L. Pimm

Metaphorically, population ecologists study
single species of trees, community ecologists
study the woods that are the collections of
tree species, and ecosystem ecologists view
woods and trees as so many kilograms of 
carbon. While important questions fall 
neatly within these divisions, the continu-
ing destruction of biodiversity imposes
questions across their boundaries. ‘Bio-
diversity’ means the full variety of life —
between individuals of a species, the differ-
ent species themselves, and the different
assemblages they create. In practice we count
and map species. Documenting within-
species variability is too daunting a task for

all but a few species. And no two ecologists
agree on what constitutes an assemblage. It
can be an ‘association’, ‘habitat’, ‘ecosystem’,
‘biome’, ‘life-zone’, ‘landscape’ or ‘biotype’.
Neither do they agree on where, say, the
woodland biome ends and the grassland
biome begins. Unfortunately, the hegemony
enjoyed by species creates its own problems.
Perhaps only 15 per cent of all species have
names, and we have range maps for only a
tiny fraction of them. How can we conserve
biodiversity when its measures are either
arbitrary or incomplete? 

The solution most often found in the
pages of this journal is to test whether small
samples of known species are representative.
They are not. Peaks of species richness of one
species group rarely match the richness
peaks of another group. Neither do they
match the ‘hotspots’ — the concentrations
of endemics, those species with the smallest
geographical ranges and therefore greatest

vulnerability. Ricketts and his colleagues
have chosen the less trodden path, bravely
classifying the United States, Canada and
Mexico into about 150 inevitably arbitrary
“ecoregions”. In doing so, they follow their
parent organization, the Worldwide Fund
for Nature (WWF), in expressing concerns
about purely species-based exercises in 
setting priorities. Importantly, this book
documents the patterns of species within
ecoregions and so uniquely integrates the
two views of biodiversity. 

A comparison of WWF’s list of 200 global
priorities and the list of hotspots drawn up
by Conservation International or BirdLife
International uncovers many identical
choices. It is the differences that are interest-
ing. Florida’s Everglades or Brazil’s Pantanal,
for example, do not rank as hotspots, but
achieve prominence because flooded grass-
lands are globally scarce and uniformly vul-
nerable. Other regions attain prominence
because of the biological phenomena they
house, such as the Arctic tundras and their
migratory shorebirds and caribou. Most of
this book describes the individual regions,
the features that make them biologically dis-
tinctive, where the largest blocks remain, and
what threatens them. No eco-traveller
should leave for an ecoregion without it. 

However one may debate the lines drawn
between ecoregions, they indisputably pro-
vide a more compelling base onto which to
map the patterns of species richness and
endemism than political boundaries or 
lines of latitude and longitude. On a larger
geographical scale and with more taxa than
previous studies, the book documents these
patterns. Butterflies, tiger beetles, reptiles,
birds and mammals have similar patterns 
of richness, concentrating in the southwest.
Base your conservation priorities on these
groups alone, however, and you miss the
Appalachian concentrations of amphibians,
snails and vascular plants, the southeastern
concentrations of trees and the western con-
centration of conifers. 

Idiosyncratic patterns of richness and
endemism provide a strong argument for an
ecoregional approach: “We cannot wait until
we have mapped out many taxa, nor for tax-
onomists to complete the species catalogue.
(The end of this new millennium at the cur-
rent rate of progress.) We know an ecologi-
cally distinct region when we see one and we
see its threats. Seeing the woods is enough;
don’t sweat the trees.” Indeed, the summary
list of a dozen key regions provides com-
pelling priorities not found in other exercis-
es. The more pluralistic and more inclusive
ecoregional approach may better anticipate
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The tradition of illustrated herbals, or herb
books, established in ancient Greece by Diokles
of Karystos around 350 BC, was revived during
the German Renaissance by the  “German
fathers of botany”, most notably Otto Brunfels
and Leonhart Fuchs. 

The use of printed woodcuts greatly helped
the dissemination of knowledge of plants in
medicine during the fifteenth century, although
these early illustrations were mostly useless for
the purposes of identification. But it was the
invention of the printing press that paved the

way for the golden age of the herbal. Fuchs’ De
historia stirpium commentarii insignes (Notable
Commentaries on the History of Plants) was
published in 1542, a year before and equally
illustrative of the Renaissance as Andreas
Vesalius’ De humani corporis fabrica libri
septem (see overleaf). A historical and botanical
commentary by Frederick G. Meyer, Emily
Emmart Trueblood and John L. Heller
accompanies the facsimile edition of Fuchs’
masterpiece (The Great Herbal of Leonhart
Fuchs, Stanford University Press, $249.50, £185).
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ambitious scholarly programmes.
As the title of the exhibition’s catalogue

suggests, the focus of the exhibition was the
“images of science in Italian art, from the
16th to the 19th centuries”. In other words,
the ways in which scientific developments
were represented in paintings, and in their
full ideological, polemical and allegorical
robes. Since Galileo’s trial for heresy and his
subsequent condemnation, Italian science
has been at the centre of a long-lasting, at
times patchy, ideological war. Indeed, one of
the most famous paintings on show, the 
Portrait of Galileo by Giusto Suttermans,
completed in 1635, until recently conveyed a
message that transcended both science and
art:  you could tell a lot about a person’s 
intellectual and ideological position if you
knew whether or not they had a copy of the
painting hanging over
their desk, the place
usually reserved for a
crucifix or picture of
the president of the
republic.

In his striking
opening essay,
Alessandro Tosi
takes the reader
on a tour of 
a gallery of
portraits,
scenes and
mbols of
science in
Italy and

Europe. The scope of the catalogue,
although focusing on Italian painters, is not
limited to science on the peninsula. Thus,
Giovanni Battista Pittoni at the end of the
eighteenth century, and Pelagio Pelagi in
1827, paid homage to Isaac Newton through
powerful pictorial inventions. However,
from the second half of the eighteenth centu-
ry and throughout the nineteenth century,
Italian artists generally looked less kindly on
the sciences. It was their French, British and
American colleagues — from Joseph Wright
of Derby and Jacques-Louis David to Henry
William Pickersgill and Charles Wilson
Peale — who took it upon themselves to con-
tinue the tradition that had begun in Italy
with the extraordinary Portrait of Luca Paci-
oli (attributed to Jacopo de’ Barbari, not
without Tosi’s scepticism) and Vesalius’
masterpiece. 

The problem was, and still is, that science
was no longer a key cultural issue in Italy.
This was not for lack of first-rate mathemati-
cians, physicists and biologists. Rather, the
modern prince — the state — did not feel
science was worthy of consistent patronage

and support. And today, with the so-
called decline of ideologies, even the last
overtones of the Galileo affair and its 
significance for the country’s history 
are becoming submerged in a main-
stream, vociferous, post-modern 

chorus deprecating scientific moder-
nity in a country that has never
been allowed to become modern,
let alone ‘scientific’. n

Pietro Corsi is at Université Paris I,
Panthéon Sorbonne, Centre

d’Histoire des Sciences, 9 rue
Malher, 75181 Paris, Cedex 04,
France. 
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Andreas Vesalius
(shown far right)
published his De
humani corporis fabrica
libri septem — seven
volumes covering the
whole of human anatomy
— in 1543. Each volume
covers a different aspect of
the body. On the Fabric of the
Human Body. Book II: The
Ligaments and Muscles is a
translation of the second
volume, by William
Frank Richardson with
John Burd Carman (Norman Publishing, $250).
It highlights the skills of Vesalius the dissector,
and contains all the well-known full-length
muscle plates (above). These take the reader
through a dissection sequence that unveils the
human body layer by layer. Vesalius’ detailed
instructions for their use are given in full.

hitherto unknown patterns of species rich-
ness and endemism than those we know
from the few well-studied taxa. Moreover, it
is readily exportable to continents where
even fewer species are known and mapped. 

Ecologists readily erect ad-hoc explana-
tions for these patterns. Unfortunately, none
of the explanations predicts which taxa
should be similar and which different. I may
believe the explanation of why snails have an
inordinate fondness for Appalachia, but
what in that explanation tells me that it is one
that amphibians share, but not reptiles?
Surely we must integrate what we know
about how trees create a wood with the histo-
ry of how the trees got there in the first place.
Reading this book is a great way to start such
integration. Its conservation message is a
powerful enjoinder to do so immediately. n

Stuart L. Pimm is at the Center for Environmental
Research and Conservation, MC 5556, Columbia
University, 1200 Amsterdam Ave, New York, 
New York 10027, USA. 

Italian art’s bequest
to science
La Ragione e il Metodo. Immagini
della Scienza Nell’Arte Italiana dal
XVI al XIX secolo [Reason and
Method. Images of Science in
Italian Art From the 16th to the
19th Centuries]
edited by Marco Bona Castellotti, 
Enrico Gamba and Fernando Mazzocca
Electa: 1999. 206 pp. DM118
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For the past 20 years or so, historians of sci-
ence have paid renewed attention to the role
of images in the development of modern sci-
ence and medicine. True, the splendid tables
of Andreas Vesalius’ De humani corporis fab-
rica have always elicited admiration and
stimulated research. But the recent revival in
interest has seen many exhibitions and
books, such as the 1994 exhibition L’âme au
corps, shown at the Grand Palais in Paris, 
co-authored by Jean Clair and Jean-Pierre
Changeux, and devoted to the relationship
between science and the arts from the 1790s
to today. 

La Ragione e il Metodo is the permanent
legacy of another exhibition, smaller in
scope, but no less ambitious. It started 
with the decision by the city council of
Crema, a wealthy town in northern Italy, to
celebrate the 90th anniversary of the death 
of Giovanni Vailati, a mathematician and
philosopher of science who was active at the
end of the last century and the beginning of
the present one. This was a further instance
of the cultural ferment still to be found in
provincial Italian towns willing to undertake

The human body
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